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A Note from the Staff i,

As you may imagine, considerable effort has Bone into this report. Much of the

effort has been on your part. The 128 letters received, four petitions containing

498 names, 68 completed questionnaires, numerous newspaper articles, and the 300

people who attended four public hearings held across the state ali represent a lot of

time and thought Biven to some very important issues relating to the Department

of Energy's proposal to site a monitored retrievable storage facility in Tennessee.

Reading and re-reading your ideas and responses, listenin B to tapes of the hearinBs,

and compilin B the results have been lenBthy processes. Since this is a summary, a

categorization of the responses is necessary to put the many ideas, beliefs, and

opinions expressed into perspective. We hope that the result is in a format that is

both understandable and meaninBful. AlthouBh it is impossible to include every

comment, we have included those most frequently given, as well as some that were

unique or meritin 8 consideration even if not mentioned often. As might be

expected, we do not necessarily agree with ali the comments, but then the purpose

of this report is to insure as many Tennesseans' participation in the consideration of

DOE's proposal as is possible. The purpose of this summary is to report back to
r

you the results of your efforts.

Ben L. Smith ,

Dr. Ruth Neff

Gay I. HashbarBer

Rita Currey

Ann Shapiro

, ,, ,r,_ , ,r,,,,



Introduction

.What th e p.ublic has res.pondedt.o= .T.he Departme .n_tof Energy proposal on MRS

The National Waste Policy Act of 1982 directed the U.S. Department of Energy

(DOE) to "... complete a detailed study of the need for and feasibility of . . .

construction of one or more monitored retrievable storage facilities for high-level

radioactive waste and spent nuclear fuel." i_

A Preliminary Need and Feasibility Analysis (DOI£/RW-0022) was issued by DOE in

April 1985, It was accompanied by a document entitled, "Screening and

Identification of Sites for a Proposed Monitored Retreivable Storage Facility"

(DOE/RW-0023)_ which identified three potential sites in Tennessee for

construction of the proposed facility. The DOE preferred site is the Clinch River

Breeder Reactor site southwest of the city of Oak Ridge in Roane County.

AlternB.te sites include a tract of land on the Oak Ridge Reservation and the

Hartsville Nuclear Plant site in Trousdale County.

In 3anuary 1986p DOE plans to submit a definitive proposal, a final Need and

Feasibility Report and Environmental Assessm__.ntand a Program Plan to Congress,

The documents will be accompanied by an independent evaluation of the proposal

by the Nuclear Regulatory Commission and the Fnvironmental Protection Agency,

On the basis of these submissions and with the input from the State, Congress will

decide whether to authorize an MRS as a part of the national waste management

system°



Inc!,udlnRthe publlc,in the analysis process:

The State has undertaken an extensive process to study the Monitored Retrievable

Storage proposal. It is the responslbLlity of the Safe Growth Cabinet Council to

Bather ali relevant data regarding MRS, to conduct an independent technical

review, and to report that information to the Governor, Five major issues are

being addressed by the Council. These include= (1) Is MRS safe and could it be

harmful to the health of the public and/or the environment; (2) What are the added

risks associated with the transportation of nuclear waste to an MRS in Tennessee;

(3) What are the economic costs and/or benefits of an .MRS facility in Tennessee;

(_) What should the State's role be; and (5) What are the attitudes of Tennessee's

citizens and communities abOUt MRS (in Hartsville, Oak Ridge, and ali across the

state). It is this last concern that has caused the Safe Growth Cabinet Council to

undertake numerous activities to insure that we obtain accurate representations of

our citizen's attitudes.



Community ,_,ttltudesi l ll|l

The DOE proposal directly affects two Tennessee communities. The DOE

preferred site is the Clinch River Breeder Reactor site southwest of the city of

Oak Ridge In Roane County. An alternate site is located on a tract of land located

on the Oak Ridge Reservation, Another alternate site fs the Hartsville Nuclear

Plant site in Trousdale County. These two communities have been granted funds by

the federal government to conduct their own evaluations of the MRS proposal.

The Oak Ridge-Roane County area is represented by the "Clinch River MRS Task

Force," It is comprised of environmental, socioeconomic, and transportation study

groups with aid from an executive committee. The Hartsville area is represented

by a five county "Research, Evaluation, Analysis, and LIasion Group." The five

counties represented include Trousdale, Smith, Wilson, Sumner and Macon. Both of

these groups will independently analyze the proposal and submit complete reports

to the Safe Growth Cabinet Council during November and December of this year.

-4-



Public Opinions . Contained in this Report

As noted earlier, the purpose of this summary is to report back to the 756

Individuals who have communicated their attitudes and opinions concerning the

MRS proposal directly to Governor A_exander, the Safe Growth Cabinet Council or

other state agencies. This report will al_ be provided to the Governor to assist

him in understanding how Tennesseans feel about having a monitored retrievable

storage facility In their state.

The responses submitted have come in a variety of forms and will be grouped

accordingly to ald in the organization and presentation of those views. The first

category is a summary of the 128 letters that have been individually submitted.

The second category weil discuss four petition-type letters comprising 498 names of

individuals expressing their opposlticn to the DOE proposal. The third category

includes summaries of the 68 questionnaires that have been returned to the Safe

Growth Office. These questionnaires were distributed at the four public hearings

conducted by the Safe Growth Cabinet Council. These questionnaires were

prepared by the Safe Growth Staff to create a medium to encourage citizen

response. The hearings will be summarized in the fourth category. Both the oral

testimonies and the Writterl comments submitted by individuals and groups will be

discussed. Fifth, a brief discussion of the numerous articles published by the

media, that _we have knowledge of, will be noted. Finally, an acknowledgment of

resolutions that have been passed by municipalities and groups will be noted. This

report will reflect information that has been 8athered between May and

October 22, 1985.
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A flnal report on community attitudes will be prepared for Governor Alexander.

Public opinions expressed between October 22 and December 20, 1985, will be

summarized. The final report will also include a summary of the four public

meetings to be held in the first two weeks in December, additional letters,

petJtlons and questionnaires receivedp and the results of a toll-free telephone

service provided by the state to allow Individuals to call In and voice their opinions.

-6-
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Executive Summary

A total of 756 individuals have expressed their opinions to Governor Alexander

and/or the Safe Growth Cabinet Council concerning the Department of Energy's

proposal to locate a monitored retrievable storage facility in Tennessee. Of the

total, 677 individuals oppose a MRS facility in Tennesseep 38 individuals support the

DOE proposal, and $! individuals were either neutral_ provided some information to

be considere_ or posed questions.

The table below indicates the various means by which these opinions have I_een

received and recorded. The numbers in parentheses indicate persons who have

expressed their opinions in one of the other methods available. The purpose is to

insure that our totals represent an accurate number of individuals without

duplication distorting the figures,

-8-



,.p.,ublicResponse on MRS

Oppose Support Other/Neutral

Letters ! Og ! 0 ] 0

Petition Signatures #9g 0 0

Safe Growth Questionnaires 33 (+2) 22 (+t_) 23

Chattanooga Hearing # ! (+2) 2

Knoxville Hearing 9 (+I) _ (+3) t_

Lebanon Hearing ! 5 (+I 0) 0 0

Memphis Hearing !0 w0 ._2
E

TOTALS 677 individuals 38 individuals t_lindividuals

The Safe Growth Cabinet Council has received eleven resolutions that have been

passed by organizations or local government legislative bodies expressing

opposition to the DOE proposal, Two resolutions have been received expressing

support of the position and conditions contained in the Clinch River MRS Task

Force report of October !0, !9g_.



The letters_ questionnaires an'd public hearings provided an opportunity for

individuals to express why they are opposed to or in support of the DOE proposal,

The following is a summary of'the most frequently cited re¢3ons;

• Number of Individuals

Most Frequently Cited Reasons for Opposition Citing This Reas0 q _

Transportation Risks and Costs 6! ,

Poilu,ion of Environment 5#

"Need" Unproven - Utilize Present Storage -
Permanent Repository 51

Public Health and Safety 43

MRS Might Become Permanent 40

DOE's "Poor Track Record" 32

Adverse Socioeconomic Impact 30

Improper Site Selection ! 2

Negative Impact on Tourism ! !
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Number of Individuals
Most Frequently Cited Reasonsfor Support .....Citin_ This Reason

Transportation Can Occur Safely 30

MRS Can Be Operated Safely for the Environment
and Public Health 22

ProV;de Employment lt_

Industrial Expansion and Spin-Off 9

Retention of Technical Expertise in the Oak Ridge
Area 6

MRS is Optimal Solution to the Nation's Nuclear
Waste Management Needs 6

Increased Tax Base 5

MRS is Important to the Continuance of Nuclear Energy 3

Enhance Tourism 2

Improve Roads 2
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Summary of GeoR_raphIc Distribution of Opposition/Support

The 677 individuals expressing opposition to the DOE proposal extend across the

state from Memphis to Ktngsport. Middle Tennessee citizens voiced their

opposition most frequent ly_ followed by East Tennesseans and then West
r

Tennesseans.

The 38 individuals who have expressed their support of the location of an MRS

facility in Tennessee have ali supported the Oak Ridge sites and ali but one are

from East Tennessee. Nineteen reside in Oak Ridge9 twelve in Knoxville, one each

In Chattanooga, Kingston, and Mt. Pleasant_ Tennessee. Four did not provide an

address.

Conclusion

The majority of individuals who have expressed their opinions are opposed to the

location of an MRS facility in Tennessee.



Letters to' Governor Alexander

and other State Official s

and Agencies
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General Summary

Many citizensacross the statehave taken time to write a letterexpressingtheir

views and opinions on an MRS facilitybeing located In Tennessee. Governor

Alexander has received I17 lettersfrom such interestedparties. Commissioner

3iraWord and the Safe Growth Cabinet Council received an additionalII letters

for a total of 128 lettersreceived. The majority of the lettersreceived have

expressedoppositionto the DOE proposal. Of the 128 lettersreceived,I08 people

expressed opposition to the location of an MRS facility in Tennessee. Ten

individuals wrote to express their support of locating an MRS facility in this state.

Another ten people expressed the need for an objective and responsible analysis of

the proposal based "on factual data or they provided information and articles

concerninl_ the MRS proposal that they felt might assist the Governor in the

decision making process.

The letters came from a variety of individuals and locations. The majority of the
i

letters, 84, came from residents of Middle Tennessee while 3_ came from East

Tennessee, five from West Tennessee, and four from out of state.

-14-



Letter Summary

I. Individual attitudes No. of Individuals
.11 _ L_J _.

Opposed 108

Support lO

Neutral/Other l 0

II. Reasons/Opinions for Opposition

Pollution of environment 29

Public health and safety 20

Transportation risks and costs 25

Maintain waste on site, then ship to permanent

repository 19

MRS might become permanent 22

Adverse socioeconomic impact 16

Opposed to ali nuclear power aspects 9

Improper site selection by DOE 6

Opposed - no reason given 33

. III. Reasons/OPinionsfor Support

- Provide employment 3

Industrial expansion and spin-off industries 3

" Retention of technical expertise in Oak Ridge 2
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Reasons/Oplnionsfor Support Con't. _.No.O,f,Individuals

Increased tax base t_

Can be operated safely for the environment

and public 6

Transportation is safe 2

Enhance tourism 1

Imperative to continuance of nuclear energy 1

fV. Neutral Oplnlons or Providing Information

Analysis should be objective and thorough 3

!nformation provided regarding legislation 5

l','_ompensation to host community recommended 2 '

V. Geographic Distribution of Opposition/Support/Neutral-Other

Oppos!,tion No. of Individuals
,,,, _

Bluegrass 1

Celina I

Chattanooga l

Cleveland I

Cosby I

Dickson 7

Dixon Springs l

Dyersburg I

Erwin 1
: -16-



Opposition Conlt. No. of Individuals

Fostervtlie 1

Franklln 2

Gatllnburg I

Gordonsville I

Hartsville 16

Hendersonvlile 3

Hllham I

Hohenwald I

Humboldt 2

Jackson 1

3oelton 1

Knoxville 6

LaFayette , 8

Lebanon 2

Lenoir City I

Lewisburg 1

Lobelville I

Madison 3

Maryville I

Memphis I

Morristown I

Murfreesboro I

Nashville 15

Norris 1 .

Nunnelly I

Oak Ridge 2
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Opposition Con't. No. of Individuals

Old Hickory 1

Oliver Springs 1

Pegram 1

Savannah I

Sewanee ' 1

Signal Mountain 2

Smlthvllie I

Summertown 6

Tullahoma 2

Washington, DC !

White Bluff I

Whltleyville 1

Knoxville

Oak Ridge 6

Neutral/Otheri

Chattanooga
_

I Knoxville II

Maine State I

Nashville 2

Nevada State I

Oak Ridge 3

Washington State I

=18-



,i

VI, Summary of Geographic Distribution of. Letters Submitted

West 5 letters

Middle 8t_ letters

East 35 letters

Out of State /_ letters

...Opposition ,No, o! [n,dlvlduals

West

Middle 82

East 20

Out of State 1
,.

Support

West 0

Middle 0

East t 0

Neutral

West 0

Middle 2

East ._

=

Out of State 3
t

-19-,
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Letters Expresslng Oppos[t[on to the Locatlon of an MRS Facll!ty [n Tennessee-

A total o( [08 letters were received voicing opposition to the DOE proposal. They

expressed a diverse range of views concerning health and safety, socioeconomic

Impacts, transportation, the Issue of temporary versus permanent, alternative

solutions, the deslrabllity of nuclear energy, the site selection process, and simple

opposition. A more detailed discussion of these letters follows.

The most often stated reason for opposition to an MRS facll[ty being located In

Tennessee involved concern for public health and safety and fear of pollution to the

environment. Concern that the environment might be, or has already been,

adversely affected by nuclear energy related facIlItles was expressed 29 times

within the 108 l_.tters.

- From an Oak Ridge resident, "Oak Ridge already has a contamInatlon

problem. Two roll[ion pounds of mercury released into the environment

between 1950 and 1977, tests in September 1984 revealed radioactivity in

underground water on the reservation, _1 million pounds of uranium chips

that are buried at the Y-[2 plant, 7,000 pounds oi uranium dust have been

released Into the air, 125,000 pounds of uranium are buried In trenches

(examples continued). With this appalling contamination record, DOI£ is now

asking Oak Ridge to welcome the MRS facility to repackage and store

nuclear waste [rom ali our eastern states."

- From a Madison resident to Governor Alexander, "l would like to see you

demand a general overall environmental study at Oak Ridge. Let us know the

honest truth about the damage thats already been done hereI"

-20-



- From Lafayette, Tennessee, "We already have too much poison In our

streams."

- From a fifth grader at Farm School in Summertown, Tennessee to Governor

Alexander, "Please don't pollute our water. I can't grow up drinking sodas.

And it's your responsibility to take care of the water and land,"

- From Oliver Springs, Tennessee, "l firmly believe in the need for nuclear

power. However, there is little public trust in DOE or their contractors in

Oak Ridge. Their envlron_nentai track record here is horrible. The area

creeks are a prime example. Area residents swam in and ate fish from these

creeks for decades before being notified that they were 'extremely

hazardous'. They have balanced the cost of a new site selection/purchase

against the pubilcts right to quality life and safe environment and have chosen

'Easy' over 'Better.' These are the same people that ruined our creeks."

Concern and regard for the safety and public's health of this generation and future

generations was represented in the 108 letters twenty times. Examples include:

- From 3oeiton, Tennessee, "Ido not want my children or myself to be a victim

of cancer due to exposure to the 'stuff'."

- From Tullahoma, Tennesse, "There are so many unknowns in nuclear storage

that we are threatening our children and grandchildren's lives for hundreds

and probably thousands of years."

-21.



- From Hartsville, Tennessee, "We believe that (MRS) could be dangerous to
'

everyone in the community and that it will be harmful to the area."

- From Nashville, "Until our technology for the proper storage or use catches

up with this nightmare of nuclear waste we have created, we must not allow

Tennessee to become the Nation's dumping ground. Our future and the future

of our children and grandchildren are at stake."

- From Knoxville, "We should not jeopardize our state and future generations

for a few jobs and a little money."

,

Closely related to the concern for public health and environmental safety was the

anxiety expressed in twenty-five letters that transportation risks and costs are too

great to justify the proposal. Examples include:

- From a resident oi Nashville, "The matter of safely transporting the nuclear

_vaste to any site in Tennessee is also a major factor in my opposition to the

MRS facility. In Nashville alonep it is almost a weekly occurrence to hear of

wrecks involving trucks or trains, some transporting hazardous materials. To

transport the waste to its final destination would make more sense than

having to move this dangerous material twice."

- From Morristown, Tennesseep "[ oppose such a facility coming to the

Tennessee area because of the transportation hazards lt would create, i

understand that at least fifteen hundred trucks and one hundred trains a year

would be coming to this facility."

-22-



- From Pegram, Tennessee, "Transportation of hazardous waste endangers

public safety. There is no guarantee the storage casks are leak-free. Toxins

could easily be emitted enroute. The carriers are no longer able to purchase

insurance when transporting nuclear waste."

- l=rom Washington, D.C., to the Secretary of _nergy, "I am concerned about

the nuclear waste that will be transported across my district enroute to the

Clinch River site. It has been reported that as much as 15,000 tons of

nuclear waste will pass through our state (Tennessee)--twice. Once on its

way to Clinch River for processing, then on the way out to a final repository.

A DOI£ official was quoted recently as saying, "the overall risks to which the

public is subjected would be reduced under MRS." While that statement may

be true for the U.S. population as a whole, lt comes at the expense of many

Tennesseans who will be assuming a greater risk." (This letter was copied to

Governor Alexander)

- From Signal Mountain, Tennessee, "Last Wednesday, a truck hauling uranium

oxide hit a drain in North Dakota. Forty-five people are being tested for

possible inhalation of the radioactive material. The MRS would drastically

increase the shipment of radioactive waste through our communities. It is

inevitable that accidents will happen."

- From Olympla_ Washington, "Because of the enactment of the Nuclear Waste

Policy Act of 1982, ali states will be affected by siting of geologic

repositories, the siting of an MRS facility) or the transportation of high-level

waste. While only a few will be a repository or MI_S state, most states are
,

likely to be "corridor" states for waste transportation. Price-Anderson is a

-23-
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complex law designed to compensate for catastrophic accidents. The Act

was not designed to cover a repository "slow leak" or the transportation of

high-level wastes to an MRS facility or a geologic repository. If the affected

states collectively determine that Price=Anderson cannot be amended to

resolve the problems, Congress must develop a satisfactory new approach to

solve the problems."

Nineteen individuals of the 108 who wrote expressed the opinion that an interim

step (MRS) was not feasible and that they (elt the nuclear waste should be

inaintained at its present location until lt becomes possible to ship it to a

permanent geologic repository.

Examples follow;

- From Lenoir City) Tennessee, "There is enough desert land in the western

United States to take care of storage facilities without buildin 8 them in a

highly populated area. The DOE has known for years that a permanent

storage piace was needed and something should have been done about it long

ago. It seems a great waste of taxpayers money to go through a temporary

storage process."

- From Nashville, Tennessee) "l feel that DOE's energy would be better used in

" findingand developing a permanent facility."

- From Tullahoma) Tennessee) "We believe the waste should be cared for where

it is created. We feel DOE is hasty and irresponsible not to explore further

ways oi disposing of it on site."

=2z)-



- From Cosby, Tennessee, "I feel that energy would be more wisely used and

tax dollars more wisely spent In finding and developing a permanent facility."

The fear that an MRS facility might become a permanent storage facility for

nuclear waste instead of a temporary storage facility was expressed by 22

individuals. Examples include:

-. From a resident of Hendersonville, Tennessee, "Once they spend one billion

dollars settin 8 this site up, "temporary" (so they say), we'll be stuck with it

forever I believe."

- From Nashville, "Also, I'm afraid the temporary status will end up permanent

because no other area wants it either."

- A resident of Murfreesboro, Tennessee, stated, "I believe the Oak R dge area

was selected by DOE solely because it is the only community where it is

possible politically to store the waste. If this area is selected, it will

eventually be the permanent holding area. Even though we are told that this

is a temporary site, surely officials at DOE are astute enough to realize that

within ten years if not already, it will be politically, economically, and

legally impossible to decide on a permanent site and then move it. No

community other than Oak Ridge wUl accept it. No political leader will

approve it moving into his/her district or state. Local and state hazardous

substance laws and regulations wUl proliferate within the next ten years so as
=;

to prevent [ts removal to any other site. Economically, it will become

_ increasingly more difficult to justify the move. Finally, national regulations,

liability laws, and potential federal court decisions will keep the waste from

ever being removed from Tennessee once it is placed here."

"25--
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- From Franklin, Tennessee, "lt has been my experience that the Federal

government doesn't understand the meaning of the word temporary and once

the material is on site, there lt will remain. Certainly the pressure will not

be as great to _ind a permanent repository."

Sixteen individuals expressed the belief that an MRS facility would have a

detrimental effect on socioeconomic concerns. These reasons include devaluation

of property, a discouragement to other industries or families to locate in Tennessee

and a loss of tourism. A few examples follow:

- From Knoxville, Tennessee, "it is my opinion that such a facility could hurt

economic growth in our part of the state, since [ see no way it could be

considered anything but a liability by prospective businesses and industries."

- From Hartsville, Tennessee, "I feel that myself or anyone would have a very

difficult time selling a business or home to leave a potentially radioactive

area to live in."

- Also from Hartsville, Tennessee, "And what about our tourist industry? We

spend millions of dollars annually to attract tourism. Now who's going to

want to go "Tennesseeing" in the state that houses over 9096 of the nations'

nuclear waste?"

Of the 108 who wrote, nine individuals stated among other reasons for opposition to

. the DOE proposal that they are completely opposed to the development and use of

: nuclear energy in this country. An example:

-26-
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- From a resident of Celina, Tennessee, "Nuclear energy has long been touted

as the cure ali of our nation's woeB. Maybe so. However, there are costs

involved in nuclear energy as we ali know. One of the greatest Is the

contamination associated with the wastes. I do not know of any area in thls

country that would want nuclear waste. In any case, I want my position

absolutely and abundantly clear. I am opposed to any storage of nuclear

wastes, temporary or otherwise, in Tennessee. I simply do not believe that

the benefits of nuclear energy outweigh my concern for my family's health,

the quality of life in Tennessee, the protection of our environment, and the

health of future generations."

Six individuals stated they felt Tennessee has been selected as a host state for an

MRS for the wrong reasons and that the site selection process had been conducted

improperly. An example from a resident of Old Hickory, Tennessee:

- "[ believe Tennessee was chosen mainly because of two factors: first, some

Tennessee politicians have privately told the DOE that they support this

decision, and secondly, the people in the Oak Ridge area have grown to

tolerate the nuclear facilities and materials already there and may be

inclined to accept the MRS more readily than people in other locations."

Of the I08 letters expressing opposition to the DOE proposal, 33 people wrote

letters simply stating their opposition to the location of an MRS facility in their

town or in this state without giving specific reasons.

Note: Of all the examples given of the various opinions, no two examples are taken

from the same letter.

-27-
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Letters ]ZxpresslnxSupport for the koca t.!onof MRS Facl!!ty In Tennessee

Several reasons supporting the MRS proposal were presented by the ten Individuals

who wrote to Governor Alexander and the Safe Growth Cabinet Councll. The

majority of opinions addressed the socioeconomic benefits. Also discussed were

transportation, health, and environmental aspects, Another point was the lntegra!

contribution of MRS to a national federal waste manageI_ent system. A more

detailed discussion of these ten letters follows. In regard to possible

socioeconomic beneflts, three of the ten ]ndividuals expressed the opinion that an

'MRS facility would provide employment. E_×amples Include:

- From an Oak Ridge resident, "There is no reason to believe it would be

detrimental to this area. The MRS would provide many jobs which are badly

needed."

- From a Knoxville resident, "On the positive side, the MRS facility has the

potential for significant employment, which is welcome in light of the recent

news in Oak Ridge." (K-25 shut down)

Economic gains through individual expansion and spin-off industries were also noted

by three of the authors. Examples include:

- From & resident of Knoxville, Tennessee, "For some timep I have been greatly

concerned that my leaders may not appreciate that MRS could be the key to

major industrial expansion In my beloved East Tennessee."
=.

i_ .... i_ ,, ,h_t_,illq_ ,,, ' I1,'0 _11 , '



- From Nashville, "The MRS represents a billion dollar high technology

investment In Oak Ridge. This means hundreds of new jobs, a design contract

for some $300 M, a billion dollar construction contract and 5 to 6 million

dollars of operations money coming into Tennessee over the life of the

facility. Also, several new spin-off companies are expected to provide many

additional jobs in Tennessee."

Two authors noted that the highly trained technical personnel to support an MRS

facility are presently located in Oak Ridge and would be encouraged to remain

there by the location of a MRS facility.

- From an Oak Ridge resident, "It is also my opinion that the industrial and

technical capacity of the east Tennessee area makes lt a reasonable piace to

site such a facility."

The economic benefits and increased tax dollars to the Oak Ridge area was a

reason presented by four supporters of a MRS facility. Examples include:

- From Knoxville, "It would also bring in tax dollars which are sorely needed."

- From Oak Ridge, "As is appropriate for all industrial facilities, the proposed

facilities should be demonstrated to provide a positive economic gain to the

area, and contribute to supporting the surrounding communities throughsome

tax revenues."

Tile belief that an MRS facility can be operated safely for the environment and not

cause harm to the health of the public was expressed by six individuals. Examples

include:
-29-



- From a Knoxvllllan, "The technology for safe economical storage does exist.
i

Accidents In MRS facilities that would affect the public are much less likely

to occur than those commercial accidents we continually hear about in the

news and which have far greater potential for death and destruction."

- From Nashville,"Oak Ridge has an exlstlngsiteon which 40 to 60 milllontax

dollarshave already 'been spent to qualifythe environmental and safety

aspects to federal and state regulations."

The issue of safety In transportation was addresed by two of the individuals. One

noted:

- "The transportation of spent nuclear fuel has a spotless _ecord. From my

understanding of the technical issues, an acclderlt with the unlikely

consequence of rupturing the transportation cask would only endanger those

few in the Immediate vicinity. The cleanup of such an accident would also

not require a widespread effort. This Is a far cry from the potential hazards

of many other'materlals carried much more cavalierly on our highways today,

Including propane, gasoline, chlorine, and other toxic substances."

Three of the authors noted that an MRS would aid In solving the need for a national

federal waste management system. An example Is:

- "On a national level, I am convinced that such a facility is necessary to the

welfare of the country. This is based on two grounds. In the first piace, we

have (and are generating) spent fuel in the process of generating electricity

for our needs. Such r_ateriais should be transported away from the reactors

-30-
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and stored for an indefinite period. The MRS should provide surge capacity tn

a centra! [ocation_ thus providing flexibility In operations and avoiding

localized problems at certain reactors_ as well as minimizing the

transportation miles and ali that ts associated with them. In the second

piace, the national interest requires a secure energy supply base. Nuclear

energy is one of the necessary elements of our energy supply, There are

currently no viable alternatives. A central storage facility would save

system costs over the alternative of provldln 8 extra storage of each and

every reactor In the country."

One Indlviduel t_oted that contrary to the concern that an MRS facility might harm

the tourlst Industry In Tennessee that:

- "lt will work the other way around, as witness Three Mile [siandl It is now a

tourist attraction. I'm not sure that east Tennessee needs more tourists, but

the point Is, an MRS would not keep them away. It would_ In fact, attract

some."

One Individual noted that approval of the MRS Is "imperative to the continuation of

nuclear power, a much needed industry for future generations."

NOTE: Unlike the preceding section, several of the comments noted above

were taken from the same letter due to the limited availability of

letters expressing these views.

=

=
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Le_erstExpress!n_ Neltl_er SUpportnqr ' Opposition, but Prov!dlng Information

Four Individuals wrote to the Governor or the Safe Growth Cabinet Council

expressing the need for an objective and thoroush analysls of the DOE proposal

basedon factualInformation. Two examples follow:

- From an Oak Ridge resident to Governor Alexander, "i encourage you to

maintain an open-minded posture on this Important Issue, As a member of an

essential government component In this decision process on MRS,[ arn

looking to you to provide the leadership and environment that can lead toa

decision based on the truth, an extended opportunity to seek-out and examine

the facts and a recognition that we are part of a national activity of great

importance."

- From an organization In Nashville, "Because of the State role in evaluating

and/or approving thls project, lt is essential that any State study program be

Independent, comprehensive and challenging of DOE assumptions. Our best

resources must be committed to the study process [J_ the welfare of

Tennessee's citizens is to be served."

Four other individuals provided either newspaper articles or information on

legislation concerning nuclear waste to the Governor to allow him the opportunity

to better assess the DOE proposal.

Two other individuals recommended to the Governor that should he elect to support

the location of an MRS facility in Tennessee, he should consider requiring the DOE

"to establish the Oak Ridge National Laboratory as the center for research and
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developmenton advancenuclearreactors"'ascompensationforacceptlngtheMRS

faclllty.
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Cate_4orxII

Petitions Submitted

to the

Governor
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General Summary

ThreeIndividualsand one businesshave submittedpetitionsto GovernorAlexander

opposingthe locationof an MRS Iacll|tyIn Tennessee as proposedby the

Department of Energy. A petitionfrom the Morrlstownarea InEast Tennessee

containedI00 signaturesvoicingopposition.A secondpetitionfrom theBethpage

areacontained139 signatures,aliopposingconsiderationof the Hartsvilleslte.A

thirdpetitionrepresentingthe Nashville-MiddleTennesseearea represented72

Individuals'oppos{tiontothe DOE proposal.The fourthpetitionsubmittedto the

Governor,alsorepresentingMiddleTennesseeresidents,contained187signatures.

These four petitions represented a total of t_98 different Individuals who are

opposedto the location of a monitored retrievable storaBe facility [n Tennessee,
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Petition Summary

,,.,, I, Morristown Printing Company, Inc.

"No nuclear waste sites in Tennessee"

Concerned Citizens of Tennessee

Opposes Hartsville and Oak Ridge sites

I00 signatures

II. Denel Hicks Petition '
.,

Bethpage, Tennessee

Opposes Hartsvillesite

139 signatures

III. Frank Cochran Petition

"Don'tDump on Tennessee"

Predominantly Middle Tennessee signatures

Opposes Hartsvilleand Oak Ridge sites

72 signatures

IV. Kate ScurlockPetition

- Predominatety Middle Tennessee signatures

_ Opposed Hartsville and Oak Ridge sites

187 signatures
-
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Category III

Returned Questionnaires



About the (_uestionnaire

The Safe Growth Cabinet Council previously developed a "Questionnaire on

Monitored Retrievable Storage of Nuclear Waste." This questionnaire was provided

to the public at the four ($) public hearings conducted during August and

September. Those in attendance were encouraged to pickup extra copies or copy

theirs and to distribute them to friends. The questionnaire contained the following

questions:

I. How important is it for state and federal governments to be involved in the

proper management of nuclear wastes produced as a by-product of the
b

generation of electrical energy?

2. What are some of the best alternatives for proper management, storage, and

long term disposal of nuclear wastes?

3. What are your concerns about the transportation of nuclear wastes from the

point of waste generation to the locations for storage or ultimate disposal?

4. What features or characteristics of your cornmunityp or features or

characteristics of Tennessee, might be affected by transport and handling of

nuclear wastes?

5. What are your strongest concerns?
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6. Do you feel that the State (Safe Growth Cabinet Council) process of

evaluating the Department of Energy proposal for monitored retrievable

storage is adequate to determine all of the assets and liabilities of the DOE

proposal? What would you change?
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General Summary

Sixty-eight individuals completed the questionnaires and submitted them to the

Safe Growth Cabinet Council. Another 16 persons did not respond to the questions

but did submit their names and addresses in order to be included on the state's

mailing list. These questionnaires were provided by the Council to encourage

public involvement and to solicit comments and opinions from individuals,

z lt was not the intention of the Council to measure merely opposition to or support

of the DO]Z proposal with the questionnaire, although those opinions were quite

apparent in the answers. Instead, the intent was to ascertain the alternatives,

concerns, and impacts that private citizens might best illustrate in their answers.

Questionnaires, with the essay style responses, were analyzed in the same manner

as the letters° Thirty-five individuals completed questionnaires clearly indicating

their opposition to an MRS facility in Tennessee. (However, it should be noted that

two of these individuals also submitted a letter opposing the DOE proposal' Thus,

33 is a more accurate indication of previously unvoiced opposition) Of those

indicating opposition in their responses, six were from East Tennessee, 17 were

: from Middle Tennessee, and five are from West Tennessee.

Twenty-six individuals indicated support for the location of an MRS facility in

Tennessee in answering their questionnaires. Four had also submitted letters.

Thus, 22 is a more accurate indication of previously unvoiced support of an MRS

facility. The questionnaires submitted which indicated support for the DOE

proposal were all from the eastern part of the state. Another seven individuals

appeared neutral in their responses, although one had previously supported the DOE

proposal in a letter to the Governor.
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(_uestionnaIre Summary Details

I. Questionnaires Submitted No. of Ind!vlduals

No comments, request to be Included

on mailing list 16

Comments Submitted 68

II. Indication of Opposition or Support

Opposition Indicated 33 (+2 who submitted letters)

Support indicated 22 (+# who submitted letters)

Neutral, information provided 7

III. Geographic Distribution of Opposition/Support/Neutral=Other

Oppositio_n No. of Individuals

Antioch 1

Concord l

Cookeville 1

Dixon Springs 1

Dover I

Dyersburg I

Hartsville l

Hendersonville I

Kingsport I

Kingston 1

Knoxville 1

-_l-
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,,Opposition, Con't,. No. of Individuals

Lancing I

, Memphis

Murfreesboro 2

Nashville 9

Oak Ridge 3

Old Hickory I

Anonymous 3

,Support

Chattanooga 1

= Kingston 1

Knoxville 8

Mt. Pleasant 1

Oak Ridge 13

Anonymous 2

_Neutral/Other

=

Knoxville ]
z

Lebanon I

Lenoir City i

Murfreesboro I

Nashville 1

Anonymous 2
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IV. Summary of Geographlc ,Distribution of Questlonnalres Submitted

Individuals

West 5

Middle I9

East 8

Anonymous 3

West 0

Middle l

East 22

Anonymous 2

Neutral
q .J i

West 0

Middle 3

East 2

Anonymous 2
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V. Concerns_ Perceptions9 and Suggestions ,

Sh0LfldGovernmeritsbe Involved No, of Individuals
- -,, ,,,,,,, , i1_L i ii i,i li , =_==,,_=_m:: ; : .

Oversight Is essential 18

Federal shoulddomlnate_ states should support 9

Federal Involvement only 9

Both should support_ lessen regulatory function 6

No! turn-over, to private G

No| one should abolish nuclear power 3

HOWto manage, storesandldIs.poseoi. wastes'

Maintain on slte_ until shipped to permanent

repository 24

MRS fs optimal solution 16

Generate less or no waste 12

Are 'no' effective means 3

DOE should study more 2

Private should doj government should oversee 2

Don't know. 8



Concerns about transportation _N_o±0t_!ndly[du,al.._s

No concern; Is safe 23

Truck or train accident 24

Contamination from radiation 11

Spills, leakage 8

Sabatoge, terrorism 7

Truck/driver problems 6

inadequate rail/road systems 5

Lost shipments) Inadequate regulation) cost

efficiency 4

Efficient emergency response 2

Char,a,,cter!s,,,tlcsor features,o f a comm,un!ty o,fTennessee

that ,,rnlRhtbe af fe,cte,,,d

Truck/train accident causing environmental or 17

public harm

Decreased land values t)

Negative Impact on tourism 6

Adversepsychologlcal Impacts 4

Might become permanent tC

Loss of Industry) business and cltlzens 3

No effect 11

Increase of jobs 6

Improved economy #

Improve tax base 2

Roads would be Improved 2

Maintain people with technical expertise 2
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t,ron._st,Concerns _o,gf Indl vl_duals._...

Fear of transportation accldent-contaminatlon 17

MRS wUl encourage generation of nuclear wastes,

not best solution 12

DOE's poor track record 9

MRS might become permanent 7

Weak regulatory enforcement ability 2

Decreased land values 2

Unfair site selection I

Lost fuel rods [

Irrational fear might prevent MRS approval 12

Interference from politicians for political reasons. 8

Without MRS, reprocessing may never occur 2

Adequate tax base and compensation should occur 2

Waste of tax dollars, overstudying the proposal 2

Safe Grow Cabinet Council processadequate- changes

Evaluation must be objective, thorough and

rational 19

Don't know process weil enough to say 17

"Yes" or "OK" 12.

Evaluation unnecessary, just veto MRS 6

Don't consider MRS until a permanent repository

is sited 6

Evaluation unnecessary, proceed with MRS construction 3
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In this sectlont each questlon will be presented and followed by answers which

Illustrate the majority oi those submltted or those which are partlcularly

interestins,

[, IHow [mportaq,t !sit for st..ate and federal _overnments to be involved In theii L.L...I: " _..... I I I I II1{ I Illl I I II

p.Eoper managem,ent of nucle,ar wastes roduced a by,product ,of th._..__e

_n=o_f_ electrical_en_ergy?,

The opinion most frequently given reflected the belief that an oversight function Is

essential by both levels of government due to the need to Insure the safe

management of nuclear wastes. Eighteen Individuals reflected this v[ew,

Examples include_

- "State and Federal Government both must be involved to provide essential
|

check/balance and protection for the public welfare,"

- "Very important. There Is no economic gain by the electrical utilities In

properly disposing of nuclear wastes, Therefore_ the federal and state
,,,

government must regulate disposal to protect the health of the public and the
=

env[ronrnent."

- "Extremely since the companies exist for profit and safety has been lower in|

their prloritles. Nuclear waste Is a whole new product and concept,"

A slight variation of the previous opinion was stated by those Individuals who feel

the federal government should dominate the management issue of nuclear wastes

while state governments should serve either a supportive function or as an auditor

of the f.ederaI government, Examples include:
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- "Waste disposal from commercial reactors [s a national problem and the

tederal government should take charge of lt. The states should have only an

advisory, helpful role, not en absolute veto, Such Invites Irresponsibility."

- "Because nuclear wastes must be protected for a long time, lt ts Imperative

that the federal 8overnment take the responsibility° State government should

provide approprlate checks and balances on the Federal government's

actions."

- "The Nuclear Waste Act of [982 spellsout federalinvolvement. The state

government should see that emlsslons from an MRS meet state guldellnes.

The state usually should not try to second guess the DOE on the need for an

MRS."

Nine [,_dlvIduais e×pressed the oplrdon that only the federal government should be

Involved and that state Involvement is unnecessary, l_xamples are:

i

- "Federal Involvement Is necessary. State Involvement Is a waste of time and

money." ,

- Federal Involvement Is important but state Involvement is redundant and

creates the 'somewhere' else problem."

Stx individuals stressed that t_overnment should lessen Its regulatory role and should

Instead be supportive of this "sorely needed source of energy." Ahother six persons

stated the manasement function should Involve neither level of government but
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shouJ,d be .conducted by private-Independent agencies to prevent the 'red-tape

syndrome _, Three Individuals utilized the quest[on to stress that no one should be

[nvolved_ that nuclear power should be abolished,
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2. What are some of the best alternatives for proper manal_ement, stora/_e, and

long, term disposal of nuclear wastes?

The opinion most frequently provided (2Q times) was to maintain nucl_ar wastes at

the nuclear power plants until they could be shipped to a permanent .geological

repository. An example:

- "Hold nuclear wastes at the generation site, properly package them and ship

them directly to the permanent repository. ')

Sixteen persons felt the MRS facility is the optimal solution, coupled with re-

processing if possible, and final deposition at a permanent repository. An example:

- "Depends on the waste form° Geologic disposal of unuseable, solidified

wastes is fine. However, materials such as spent reactor fuel could have

considerable value in the not so distant future (e.g., 50 years). As such, I

favor storage methods such as MRS from which these materials could be

retrieved when needed."

Twelve individuals expressed their view that the best alternative is to generate less

waste or to simply not make any more nuclear wastes by ceasing generation of

nuclear power. Three persons feel there are 'no weffective means for management,

storage , and long-term disposal and two stated that DOE needs to study the

problem further before any decisions are made. Two individuals expressed the

opinion that a private industry should assume these functions and be regulated by

the federal and state governments. _ight people acknowledged a lack of technical

expertise to deal with this question and expressed that only those with technical

knowledge can adequately address this issue.
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3. What are ),our concerns about the transportation of_nuclear wastes from t_e

point of waste _;eneration to the locations for storage or ultimate disposal?

Twenty-three individuals expressed no concern(s)over this issue. Two-thirds of

these did note that they were much more concerned about the transportation oi

hazardous chemicals. Examples include:

- "Transportation of these materials are known to be safe, There is a ]5 year

history to prove this,"

- "My main concern is that it be done without squandering money on

unnecessary safety measures. It would be much more cost-effective to spend

our money to improve the safety of transportation oi chemicals and

explosives. The present safety measures for transportation oi radioactive

materials are more than adquate."

- "None!!! Transport other materials in as safe and secure a manner as nuclear

materials."

The remaining 45 individuals expressed various concerns regarding the

transportation of nuclear wastes. Most frequently noted was the concern that

accidents might occur endanb _ng the health and safety of the public and the

environment. The fear of a truck or train accident was noted 24 times. The

concern that spills or leakage wouid occur as a result was expressed by eight

individuals. Closely associated was the concern of contamination from radiation
z

which was noted l! times. The concern that sabatoge or other acts of terrorism

: might occur was expressed by seven individuals. The need for efficient emergency
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The concern that trucks might not be properly labeled, that mechanical failures

could occur, that drivers might be inadequately trained or careless In their duties

was oi concern to six of those responding. Inadequate rail and road systems were

noted by five persons. The fear of lost shipments, inadequate regulation of the

trucks and trains and the question of cost efficiency was noted by four individuals,

Examples of these concerns follow:

- "Potential hazards to the public as the results of accidents in the transporting

of such wastes through populated communities."

- "I am concerned about highway or railway accidents, and feel that the wastes

should be transported only once. The POSsibility of sabotage exists, as well as

mechanical problems and driver negligence."

- "Is this going to be efficient? Will some waste be brought from (out west)

Nevada to Tennessee (temporarily) and then taken back out west?"

- "Accidents, leakage, spills, human error"

- "I have very strong concerns about the transportation oi nuclear wastes on

our highways and railways. It has been hinted that it may be transported on

barges which would be another hazard to our rivers. Careless handling,

shipping, etc., . . . could jeopardize every citizen in our nation. We have

grave concern for our local area (Oak Ridge) because oY narrow roads,

unstable terrain because of caverns and the Rockwood fault zone which

hindered the building of I-t_O. We iear for the safety of our children on school

buses,"



$. What features or characteristics of your commun!ty_ or features or

characterist!cs of Tennessee_ mi_;ht be affected by transport and handling of

nuclear wastes?

The possibility of a truck or train accident and associated adverse

consequences (possible environmental degradation water, air) and soil and/or

danger by radioactive contamination to the public) were each listed 17 times.

Socioeconomic impacts were also a matter of con cern. The concern that land

values might decrease following the location of an MRS facility in their

community was noted by four individuals. A negative impact to Tennessee's

tourism industry was a concern expressed by six persons. A loss of potential

industry and business locations and a reduction of population was a matter of

concern to three individuals, Adverse psychological impacts were noted by

four persons, The concern that an MRS might become a permanent

repository with an adverse impact was noted by four individuals, Examples

include:

= "The environment, water supplies) and the human or wildlife present

and to come. 'U

- "I feel that people living along the road and highway transportation

routes will face increased danger and will lose on their property values.

I feel eastern Tennessee will attract less new business and that tourism

will be negatively impacted. I am concerned that due to accident water

supplies and the air will be contaminated,"
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Eleven indlviduals expressed their belief that there would be no effect(s) to the

features or characteristics of their community or state. Six persons noted a

potentlal increase of jobs available and two noted an improved tax base for their

community. An overall improvement of the economy was noted by four individuals.

Two people expressed a belief that the roads in their communities would be

improved. Also expressed by two individuals was the desirability of maintaining

people with technical expertise in this area [f the MRS facility were to be located

in Oak Ridge. Examples include:

- "The MRS would have positive effects for the area with no real negative

effects,"

- "The local economy would be improved and unemployment would be reduced.

High technologyp support industries would be attracted, particularly robotics

and remote handling. The technology corridor would be given another

chance,"

- "None!II Except to provide jobs and reestablish the use of the expertise that

exists in Oak Ridge to properly handle the materials,"
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5. What are your stronl_est concerns?

The concern most frequently expressed was the fear of transportation accidents

which might lead to the contamination of the environment or endangerment of

public safety and health. This concern was expressed by 17 individuals. The

concern that an MRS facility might encourage the generation of nuclear wastes and

that lt is not the best solution to the handling and management of nuclear wastes

was listed by 12 persons. The concern that the MRS facility might become a

permanent repository was noted by seven individuals. What is perceived as a "poor

track record" by the Department of Energy was listed as a major concern of nine

individuals. Several people also noted areas of concern regarding decreased land

values_ mismanagement of the facility_ lost spent fuel rodsp and a lack of

enforcement powers to regulate an MRS facility. Illustrations include:

- "My s_rongest concern is with the possibility of an accident during transport,

handling and/or storage. DOE can make perfect plans but they canVt make

human beings perfect. And the MRS could be a permanent dump. The GAO

has already said there won't be sufficient funds to build both an MRS and a

permanent repository simultaneously."

- "That the quality of life will be adversely affected through human error or

mechanical failure or 'Acts oi God' while transporting or holding such wastes

throuT_h or in our community."

- "My community being perceived as a waste dump."



- "Past record of Federal Department of Energy at Oak Ridge in handllng

nuclear wastes."

- "On the other hand, DO1Z has a record of starting large projects and not

completing them. Negot[atlons should seek to obtain a commitment from the

DOE to complete and operate an MRS-not merely to start it."

Others expressed concern that irrational fear and hysteria might prevent the

approval of the DOE proposal. Twelve indlviduals voiced this opinion. Eight

persons fear that Interference by politlclans for political reasons might harm the

chance of an MRS facility being located in Tennessee. Two individuals volced the

concern that without an MRS faculty the chances of reprocessing nuclear wastes

might be diminished. Two other persons voiced concerns that an adequate tax base

and compensation be awarded the host community. Finally, two persons expressed

concerns that tax dollars might be wasted by over-studylng the proposal or by

unnecessary escorting of trucks transporting the waste. Samples of the above

concerns:

- "My strongestconcern isthat stateand localofficialswillbe swayed by anti-

nuclearhysteria(much from outsideof Tennessee) and willcause the DOE to

locate the MRS elsewhere. Knowledgeable and responsiblecitizensare not

being heard, because they do not make controversialand sensational

statements."

- "That politicians are exploiting the MRS issue to further their own careers."

- "That the valuable spent fuel be given a permanent storage/disposal before

reprocessing. That is: reprocess the fuel eventually."
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6. Do you feel that the State (Sa:[e Growth ........Cabinet ........Council) process oJ_

evaluatlnK the Department. of £ner_y.p_EOpOSal ' _or monltored retrievable

storage Is adequate to determine ali of the assets and liabilities of that DOE

proposal? What would you change?
,,

The majority of the persons responding to thls question, even If they were unaware

of the actual process, emphasized the need for the evaluation process to be

thorough, rational, objective, unbiased and based on factual information. This

suggestion was noted by 19 indlvlduals, Seventeen persons commented they were

not knowledgeable enough about the process to determine Its adequacy but many of

these did emphasize the suggestions above. Twelve individuals simply replied "yes"

or "okay." Of those responding that the process is not adequate, six sald the

evaluation Is not necessary because the people of Tennessee simply do not desire an

MRS facility in this state. Six noted they feel the evaluation should not be

conducted until a permanent repository sltlng is more definite. Three expressed

the belief that the process is unnecessary and a waste of tax dollars and the MRS

facility should proceed into construction without further delay.

Changes and suggestions covered a broad range of views. Six individuals suggested

an increased involvement and assistance by technical experts in this area to

provide a broader range of knowledge. Five individuals expressed concern that the

State is evaluating the "need" for an MRS and that the State should not be able to

veto the proposal to Congress. The opinion that these are "federal" not "state"

decisions was emphasized. On the other hand, four persons noted their objection to

: the "simple majority override" available to Congress and an inadequate time period

and information from DOE to thoroughly study the proposal. Six individuals

criticized the Council for Insufficient notification and announcements of the
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hearinl_s and for not making the public more aware of the DOE proposal. Stx others

voiced criticism of public officials for being too vocal of their own opinions, for

utlllzin 8 the MRS to advance political careers and for falling to maintain etl

objective stance on the Issue. Some examples of the above are noted;

,- "In general,I agree that the Council (or itsequlvalent)should objectively

evaluate the proposaland negotiate wlth the DOE, Certainly,the decision

shouldnot be based on media accountsand politicalrhetoric."

- "I am not opposed to any process that investigates MRS In an unbiased,

Intelligent manner."

- "Spend lessmoney for the evaluationbecause the MRS iSpoliticallyunpopular

In Tennessee and less inJ!ormatlonshould be needed to form a correct

decision."

- "The DOE i'tself,does not yet have a genuine plan there to evaluatebecause

the purposesand periodsof use remain Indefiniteand willuntila,permanent

lacIlityisdevised."

- "Junk it. Existing regulations and bodies are adequate to assess impacts,"

- "Should enlarge expertise with more studies and input from technical experts

from Nashville - University - Community,"

= "The mandate to review the nee_._dfor the MRS is wrong. Need should be

decided by the federal government and should not enter into the state's

deliberations."
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- "Congress' power to override the whole thing via a simple majority makes me

feel that thls [s an exercise In futility."

- "Nol Very little publicity has been given to this virtually Important Issue,

Most of the people in our state are unaware that Tennessee is the site

proposed. I believe that If they were informed properly they would be telllng

you that we do not want this facility built here."

- "! would certainly eliminate ali office seekers from the Council as having a

basic conflict of interest."

- "I think so. You need to support the creation of a local board to oversee

MRS."
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CategoryiV

PubllcHearings
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_bout_theHearln_s

In the attempt to provide a focus for public attention on the MRS Issue, the Safe

Growth Cabinet Council sponsored four public meetings across the state. The

public meetings were held in locations which provided reasonable access to major

population centers_ potential MRS sites, and projected waste transport routes, The

first public hearing was conducted on August 20_ 198_ In Chattanooga. A second

public hearing was held two days later on August 22hd In Knoxville. The third

public hearing was held In Lebanon on August 29t 198_. The fourth hearing was

conducted on September 5t 19851In Memphis,

The purpose of the public hearings was to Include the public In the State's process

to evaluate the DOE proposal on MRS. The hearings provided an opportunity for

DOE to present the MRS proposal to the public and for State officials to explain

the process by which the State would evaluate the proposal and to receive

comments and questions from the public. The public was Invited to speak to any

part oi the proposal and to submit any written comments they might have for

consideration.



Pub,,llcH,e.arlnRSumm__

I. Attendance(approxlmated)

Chattanooga 45

Knoxville I00

, Lebanon 90

Memphis 65

II. Number oiSpeakers'

Chattanooga g

Knoxville 19 '

Lebanon 25

Memphis 12

III. Attitudes Expressed by Speakers

I

Oppose, Favozr Other

Chattanooga 4 ! (+2) 2

Knoxvlile 9 (+I) 5 (+3) 4

' Lebanon 15 (+I0) 0 0

Memphis I0 0 2

i
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IV. Reasons/Opinions Given for Opposition (verbal and written)

Ind.!viduals

Transportation risks and costs 12

MRS might become permanent I I

DOE "track record" ' 9

No "need" established 8

, Maintain waste on sltep then ship to a

permanent repository 8

Pollution of environment 8

Adverse socloeconomlc Impact 7

, Public health and safety 6

Improper slte selection

May divert construction of a permanent

repository

V. Reasons/Opinions Given for' Support

Provide employment 5

Transportation is safe 5

, Can be operated safely for the

environment and public t_

Retention of technical expertise

in Oak Ridge 2

Increased tax base I

Aid the technological corrldor°s

advancement I

Enhance tourism I
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Chattanool_a Public Hearin_;s

The first public hearing was conducted on August 20) 19859 at 7:00 p.m, at the

Chattanooga State Technical College, Approximately 05 members of the public

and the media attended the hearing. Following an explanation by Commissioner

3ames Word of the hearing objectives and agenda) DOE representative Keith Kline

presented the MRS proposal to the public, Mr. Ben Smith and Mr. Wayne Scharber)

both state officials) then explained the process by which the executive branch plans

to evaluate the proposal.

The floor was opened to the audience following the official presentations, Eight

persons spoke and a ninth person submitted written comments only, Of those

individuals making presentationsp three individual_ favor the location of an MRS

facility in Tennessee_ four oppose it_ and two persons are neutral with specific

concerns and opinions being presented for consideration,

Two of the three individuals supporting the proposal by DOE also submitted letters

or questionnaires which have been reported in previous sections of this report,

Reasons presented included:

- "MRS will provide economic benefitp directly and through spin-off industries."

- "lt will provide a solid anchor for the Technological Corridor,"

- "lt will be an environmentally safe industry posing no threat to the public."

: - "Methods of transportation are proven and safe "
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Four individuals spoke in opposition to the DOE proposal. These lndivlduals'

comments are not included in other sections of this report, Opposition was

expressed for the following reasons:

- "There are too many unanswered questions concerning adequate

environmental safeguards, length of life time of the MRS, its effect on a

long-term facility_ and on-.site storage,"

- "Publicsafety risks and the cost of the facility, including the amount of the

grant to Tennessee in an era of national deficits."

= "Transportation accident probability will increase."

- "On-site storage is a preferred option."

Two citizens presented concerns and questions regarding public safetyp monitoring

requirements_ oversight authority and the need for recycling and that people should

be cautious against "speaking out on some things we don't really understand."

The ninth individual submitted written comments stressing the need for a "rational

and uniform basis to evaluate and deal with cost-benefit decisions on MRS and the

possible safety implications, along with other potentially hazardous industries." (A

questionnaire was submitted by this individual using similar language.)



Knoxville Public Hearln_

The second public hearing was conducted by the Safe Growth Cabinet Council on

August 22, 198,5, at 7:00 p,m,at Farragut High School in the main auditorium.

Approximately I00 people were present. The hearing was opened and proceeded as

the one previously described at Chattanooga. Nineteen persons made statements

or asked questions and four people submitted written comments without making an

oral presentation. Of the 19 persons who made statements or asked questions

about MRS, ten specifically expressed opposition to the MRS, five specifically

supported the MRS, and four people stated no specific positions. Four persons

submitted written support of an MRS facility in Tennessee.

Four of the nine individuals expressing support [or the DOE proposal have had their

comments included in the questionnaires, letters, and Chattanooga hearing

sections. Therefore, a more accurate indication of previously unvoiced support

came from only one individual. Reasons presented in support of MRS includedt

- "advancements for the Technological Corridor"

- "no significant hazards to the public"

- "substantial economic benefit"

- "transportation casks are safe"

: - "rods are insoluble 'as all get out' "

: - "DOE's track record has been overemphasized. We are judging by today's

standards and knowledge on things; that happened 20-30 years ago."

- "increase in traffic will be insignificant"

- "MRS could be a tourist attraction"

J

- "it may be an invalid role for the state to determine the 'need' of an MRS"
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- "there are other much more significant issues we should be concerned about

Instead of MRS"

Ten individuals spoke in opposition of an MRS. One of these individuals _Iso

expressed concern in a questlonnairep thus nine is a more accurate indication of

previously unvoiced opposition, Reasons provided include:

- "The possibility of terrorist attacks upon shipments and the damages that

could ensue,"

- "DOE information to the public does not reveal design details for

construction of shipping casks."

- "lt is more practical and efficient to store on site,"

- "The transportation risks are too great to outweigh any benefits"

- "State Highway No, 58N is an unacceptable route"

- "Site selection was not done properly and a need for the MRS has not been

demonstrated"

- "DOE's environmental track record is too poor to consider an MRS. Their

cavalier attitude towards citizens is astounding"

- "MRS may become permanent"
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- "Decreased land and home values/tourism"

- "East Tennessee needs to wean itself from the Federal government."

- "Concern for public and environmental safety"

Those four individuals whose comments, written and verbal, fall Into the

neutral/other category included questions and comments about:

- additional time to study the MRS

- is a referendum available

- funding roles

- the State's evaluation procedures

- availability of compensation in the event of an accident

Four individuals submitted written comments irl support of the DOE proposal

citing:

- economic benefits

- technical expertise exists already

- the need for an effective management plan for construction, operation,

funding, and eventual shut-down of the facility should be provided as part of

the proposed package

- compensation occur to the host community



Lebanon Public...... Hearing__

The third public hearing was held In Lebanon on August 29, 1985) with

approximately 90 persons in attendance. Twenty-flve individuals spoke during the

meeting. Ali those who spoke expressed opposition to the DOE proposal. Many of

the reasons voiced in opposition of an MRS facility in 'Tennessee have been cited

previously in this report. These will all be tallied Into the summary) If not quoted

specifically. Ten of the 25 who spoke have also submitted questionnaires or a

letter. Thus) 15 is a more accurate indication of previously unrecorded opposition.

The following illustrates some of the concerns that have not been frequently noted

in this report"

- MRS is the creation of a "work project for DOE."

- The issue is just "too political."

- Why did Tennessee get ali three proposed sites?

- "This re-packaging concept was developed by DOE not Congress."

- Will defense wastes or foreign wastes come to an MRS in Tennessee?

- DOE can expand tonnage amount per year (to 70,000 tons) without Tennessee

being able to prevent the increase.

- DOE did not adequately include Tennessee in '/he planning stages.

Four persons also asked questions concerning liability insurance) decline of home

and land values, the possibility of MRS landing in the court systems, and whether

anyone is studying the possible impact on tourism.

Several oi the speakers voiced criticism that the Council had not adequately

provided notice of the hearing to the public, Several voiced that) "the meeting had
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been kept a secret" and that "inadequate notice had limited the attendance." This

criticism will attempt to be corrected In the second series of meetinBs by

additional announcements and media coverage,

z
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M.M.er.ernphls Publlc Hearln_

The fourth public hearing was conducted on September 5p 1985_ at the Memphis

Convention Center at 7:00 p,m, The hearing was attended by approximately 65
I

people and was opened in the manner descrlbed In the previous meetlngs, Twelve .

individuals spoke during the meeting, Ten expressed opposition and asked questions

concerning the DOE. proposal and the other two individuals posed questlons to DOE,

The reasons for oppositlon are similar to those expressed by others during prevlous

hearings, Examples include:

- "The need for an MRS facility has not been documented sufficiently,"

- "DOE has a creditability problem and has shown callous disregard to

Tennesseans and their environment,"

- "DOE has said the power companies will bear the burden of expense, That Is

bologna."

- "An MRS may delay decisions regarding a permanent repository and in fact

become a permanent facility."

- "The transportation of nuclear wastes involves too great a risk to justily an

MRS,"
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Questions posed to the DOE representtve Included=

= What will be the exact figures) amounts) and methods of transporting nuclear

wastes through Memphis?

' What "safeguards" is DOE proposing to prevent the MRS from becoming a

.defacto, permanent repository?

- Are military or foreign wastes going to be received andhandled at an MRS in

Tennessee?

- Can plutonium be extracted from the nuclear wastes to be received at an

MRS?

- "Why does Tennessee have ali three candidate sites and the rest of the

country none? tt

The criticism that the public hearings had been insufficiently publicized was noted

by one speaker. Another speaker did comment that he was Impressed with the

knowledge and level of expertise demonstrated by the officials on stage)

partlculat'ly in comparison to hearings he recalled from 1982 regarding the Nuclear

Waste Policy Act.
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cat,e_ory V,
,.

Media Coverase and

Notification to

the Public
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The Safe Growth Cabinet Council was criticized during the public hearings

concerning a lack of public notification about the MRS issue and about the hearings

themselves, The purpose of this section Is to let you know that we have, with the

aid of the news media, attempted to Inform the clttzens of Tennessee of DOE's

proposal and of Governor Alexander's desire that you be a part of the process of

evaluation.

A press release was made on August 12D [985, announcing the public hearings that

would be held In _that month and In September. It named the locations and dates of

the four hearings and emphasized that the hearings were designed

to gather citizen views and to share Information on the U.S, Department of I_nergy

(DOE) plan to locate the nuclear Waste handling and storage facility at one of three

recommended sites In Tennessee. The news release explained when and where the

public forums were to be conducted, the participation of DOE offic|als9 the role of

the Safe Growth Cabinet Council In the evlauation process, and the Importance of

gathering the public's attitudes on this subject. This press release was mailed to 75

newspapers. Copies of 32 articles announcing the hearing prior to the hearin K

dates have been compiled by the Council. The press release was also mailed to 36

television stations9 112 radio stations, 22 state agencies (including local health

departments), 23 elected officials (Including representatives, mayors, and local

officlaIs near the host communities). Many elected officials also received courtesy

phone calls to remind them of the public hearings and to ask them to spread news

of the hearings to their constituents. Fifteen representatives of private Industries

and 14 environmental organizations or their representatives received notlces of the

hearings.
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The Safe Growth Cabinet Council has also attempted to compile a notebook of the

coverage,concernln _ MRS that has occurred In the newspapers acros's the state,

We feel certain we have been able to com)lie only a ,_ractlon of the articles that

have been written concerning MRS, We have) however) compiled over 280 articles

pertaining to .the MRS Issue tllat have been published In newspapers across the

state since April of this year,

It Is the Governor's desire that Tennesseans be both aware _nd knowledgeable of

this issue, Governor Alexander also wants to know how citizens of Tennessee

perceive this Issue and to hear their opinions, In order to achieve these 8oals) four

public Information meetings will be held during the first two weeks In December)

1985, The meetings In December will provide the State an opportunity to deliver

an .analysis of what they have learned to date concerning the DOE proposal and to

afford the public a chance to ask questions about those findings.

The above noted attempts to Inform and Include each citizen In Tennessee In our
!

evaluation process may not have been adequate. We will endeavorto broaden our

scope of publicity and public announcements prior to our second round of public

meetings, Your assistance through talking to your neighbors) co-workers, friends)

and relatives concerning the DOE proposal) Its possible assets and llabIlltles will

help. Please encourage ali to communicate their opinions to Governor Alexander

or the Safe Growth Cabinet Council.
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Resolutions "



Several,l_roups of individuals, organ[z, atlons, munlclpallt[es, and county

cornmlsslons have passed resolutions opposing the locatlon of, a Monltored

Retrievable Storage _acillty in Tennessee, A copy of the resolutions passed are

Included. A list of these Includes

I. Cannon County Comrnlsslon

2, Cumberland County Medical Society

3, Rotary Club of Jamestown

t_, Sierra Club, Tennessee Chapter

_. Tennessee Conservation League

6. Tennessee Environmental Council

7, Polk County Commission

8, Obion County Commission

9. Church Women United

Five additional county commlsslons have Indicated their Interitions to pass

resolutions irl opposition of an MRS durln B the month of November. Copies of

these will be provided In tl_e final report In 3anuary [986,

The Mayor and Councilmen of the City of Oak Ridge and the Roane County

Commission have both passed resolutions adoptln8 the posltion and

recommendations of the Ctinch River MRS Task Force presented in their report of

October I0, t985.
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, Cumberland County Medical Society
P.O. Box 2973

Cros ville, TN 38555

October 24, 1985

The Honorable Lamar Alexander
Governor of Tennessee

State Capitol Building
Nashville, TN 37219

Dear Governor Alexander:

On September 26, 1985 the Cumberland County Medical Society
convened and voted unanimously to contact their representatives

+" in the Tennessee General Assembly and the Congress of the United
States, as well as the President of the United States, the Gov-
ernor of Tennessee, and various other elected officials in order

to make them aware of the Society's opposition to the establish-
ment of an MRS facility (nuclear waste dump) in Oak Ridge, Tenn-
essee,., Furthermore, the Society elected to oppose the establish-
ment .hf any such facility in any location in the state of Tennessee.

The reasons for their opposition to the establishment of such
a facility are as follows:

(i) The facility would pose a definite potential health
hazard to the citizens of Knoxville, Chattanooga, and all of

East Tennessee. Regardless of the assurances that there would
be no danger, past experience has not borne this out and multiple
accidents have occurred.

(2) The act of transporting nuclear waste to and from the
facility in itself constitutes a hazard and would predispose to
a vastly increased traffic accident rate.

(3) The area is a highly populated, rapidly developing azo=,
and the thought of locating a facility of this character in such
a densely populated area is unreasonable and further enhances the
danger to the citizens of East Tennessee.

(4) The water table is high in this area and the chance of
contaminating the cities downstream from the facility would _Iso

pose a threat. The city of Chattanooga and Hamilton County con-
stitute a highly populated area and the major impact would be on
this area.

',_ ' ' _'_ 'NPm_' ' ' _q_" '' ,i ,,r I)lqrllp'+ ' ,'m,' ,+,, _, ,, ,r ._1_' ,,iqlr+
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Governor Alexander

Page 2

(5) There is a possibility the facility, though it is
described as a "temporary storage facility", would become the

permanent storage site. Irl our opinion, for the reasons innum-
erated above, either a temporary or permanent facility is un-
acceptable.

(6) There are many sites in the United States with little I

or no population, vast areas without vegetation, a low water
table, no traffic problems, and ample storage sites which would
lend themselves to a permanent storage facility.

(7) In our opinion, the establishment of a permanent storage
facility would eliminate the necessity for a temporary facility
as well as eliminating the unnecessary expenditure for such a

: facility.

Governor Alexander, our Society respectfully requests your
assistance in restraining the establishment of a nuclear waste

dump in the state of Tennessee.

Sincerely yours,

,__ ×_ .... . , .._ ...;..;.."t " ' ( .t .'-- °"'-_"l, • ',.'..
P "-""'"- ':" "'"""• .(, .._. ,9-'{._ ..; ,,. .... ,

./

- ,TC"td/L '" "" " "• i.. .,."7,,.._..'1_.1

i . ,,, ,.
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15 October 1985

TO: Governor Lamer Alexander

State Capitol I
Nashville, Tennessee 37219

SUBJECT: DOE MRS Proposal p

Dear Governor Alexander,

A maDcrity of the members of the ROTARY CLUB OF JAMESTOWN,
TENNESSEE wish to express their ob]actions to the Department

of Energy'a proposal to establish a Monitored Retrievable

Storage Facility (MRS) in Tennessee.

lt is the conclusion of this organization that DOE has not

demonstrated the need for such a facility nor has it

demonstrated the safety of either the _torage or

transportation of the nuclear waste involved. We concur

with the 3udgement of TVA that the facility is not needed
and its construction and operation would be a waste o_

money. As to the issue of danger to the public, it i8 the

conclusion of this organization that there la little

likelihood that DOE will ever be capable of demonstrating

safety to the degree necessary for a change in the public

perception oi the problem. Thu_, if the proposed MRS

Facility is approved, it is our determination that Tennessee
will become known aa the Nuclear Waste Dump of the Nation.

Such a conclusion by the people of this nation will cause

the economy o{ Tennessee to su_fer irreparable harm. The

Tourist Industry eapeclally will be meverel7 impacted. The

minimal _avorable economic impact o_ the MRS facility will

not be aufflcient to _ustlfy the economic liability o_ such

a facility to the rest of the economy.

We request that you take those actions authorized by law to
resist the establishment of this unneeded and unwanted

facility.

Sincerely,

-_ SECRETARY l

LLOYD D,BRYANT
I BOX 2,39

CL.A.IULKA.NGE, TENN.
38553



TITLE

A Resolution by the Sierra Club, Tennessee Chapter, on the Proposal by the

Department of Energy(DOE) to Construct a Monitored Retrievable Storage Facility I

(MRS) in Qennessee.

RESOLUTION

Be it resolved that the DOE having failed to establish the need or desireability of

a centralized MRS, the construction of a centralized MRS in Tennesse, or irl any

other state, shall be opposed;



Resolution of the
Board of Directors of the

Tennessee Environmental Council

In regard to a proposal of the U,S, Department of Energy to
construct a major facilltw _n Oak Ridge, Tennessee for the
purpose of rece_vlng, repackaging, storinG, end reshlpplng spent
nuclear Fuel from commercial generators, high level commercial
wastes, high level defense waste and/or wastes From the reproces-
sing of nuclear fuel, the, Board of Directors of the TennesseH_

Environmental council fi_d_ the following:

The Department of_,'_::'g_,h_5 shown Inadequate economic, scien-

tific or techni_ Wm_i,ls F_r its decision to investigate only
sites in Tennesse_ _'o_'_he,proposed facillty_

The Department of Energw was been directed bw Congress in the
Nuclear Waste Policy _ct of IBB2 to establish a permament
geologic repository For the nation's spent fuel, but that task I
has been made almost impossible bw the political capabillties
of host stetes_

The current proposal for Oak Ridge appears tobe in response to
pol_tzcal rather than technical or economic requirements_

lt can be demonstrated, and D.O,E, representatives have them-
selves conceded, that it is technically feasible to provide For
storage of nuclear materials at the plants until a permanent

repository is ava_lable_

Tennessee's own nuclear generator, the Tennessee Ualley Author-

ity accepts the practicalitg of on-site storage, as evidenced
bw comments of Manager of Power Hugh L, Fart,s in response to
the D,D,E, planning documentsi

D.O.E. is unlikelg to meet its schedule for establlshlng a
permanent repository, but should devote full attention to
developlng e repository as e×pediently es possible, end con-
structlon of am interim facilitw cen onl W divert resources from
the core program_

D,O,E0 cannot offer concrete assurances on what the long term
uses of the facilitw maw be, including handling of defense or
reprocesslng west.es and the repackaglng end storage of mate_-
ials for the second repos_torw_

Existing D,O,E. nuclear facilities in Oak Ridge. and elsewhere
in the nation, have created severe soil and water contamination
which should be corrected before any additional facility is
consldered_

Citizens of TenDessee sre e×tremelw cmncerned about potential

impacts from the transportation of nuclear' materials through
their communities, and there is not a clear consensus
throughout the nuclear community shout the severitw of routine
or accidental releases of radiation from such transportation.

Therefore. the Board of Directors of the Tennessee EnviroFimental
Council, meeting in Nashville on September 17, IBB5, res_lve to

oppose the construction of the Proposed nuclear repackaging
plant in Tennessee or in an g other state,



TennesseeConservation League
1720WESTENDAVLSUnTE3OO
NASHVILLF,TENNESSEE37203

(615)329.4230

RELATIVE TO THE MONITORED RETRIEVABLE STORAGE
OF NUCLEAR WASTES IN TENNESSEE

,,

WHEREAS, the Monitored RetrievableStorage of nuclear wastesis proposed for

a locationin Tennessee could have a significantimpact on Tennessee's environment; and

WHEREAS, the Department of Energy, the Tennessee Congressionaldelegation

and the Tennessee State Government are currentlyconducting studiesto determine if the

Tennessee sitesare adequate; and

WHEREAS, many members of the Tennessee Conservation League and many

Tennessee citizensare very concerned about the locationand operation of the Monitored

RetrievableStorage facility.

NOW, THEREFORE, BE lT RESOLVED by the members of the Tennessee

Conservation League Board of Directors,'assembled in CoOkeville,Tennessee, on October 12,

1985, that TCL hereby urges the Tennessee Congressionaldelegation,the Governor of the

State of Tennessee, and the members of the Tennessee General Assembly to oppose the

locationof the Monitored Retrievable Storage facilityin Tennessee until:

I. Permanent storage facilitiesfor nuclear wastes are located and developed.

2. Current environmental problems associatedwith D.O.E. operationsat

Oak Ridge are satisfactorilyresolved.

3. The D.O.E. is able to document the necessityof developing a Monitored

Retrievable Storage facility.

AN AF'FII,._ATE OF THE N,ATJON_,,J,_,,,WH, OI,L_'F, ,_'=O_'=_,T,*t_ ...... _i"_/,,"



RESOLUT iO.N OPPOSING, ST,ORAGE 'OF_

H_ATA,RDOUS' WASTES, IN TENNES___SEE

, _, ,,

'%Q-IEREAS, the Cannon County Comm_ss Qn is advised

the Federal government is considering the S_ate of Tennessee

as a temporary storage site for hazardous nuclear wastes and

other hazardous wastes, and

WHEREAS, several sites' in Tennessee h_ve a/ready

, been designated as possible ,locations for'hazardous waste sites,

•and

WHEREAS, the citizens of Cannon County are concerned

about the impact of storage of hazardous wastes, even on a

temporary basis, and

WHEREAS, the citizens,oZ Tennessee are proud of the

.,

environment in Tennessee, the natural beauty of the State,

its clean water, clean air, lhd safe living conditions, and
i I .

WHEREAS, "any storage of hazardous wastes would surely
C

_, have an impact on the present.living 6onditions of all Tennesseans

and is not in the interest of the Sta.te of Tennessee or its
. ¢

"' citizens. '..
".

NOW, THEREFORE, 'BE IT RESOLVED by the Cannon
.t

County Board of Commissionersl , . .

The Cannon County Co0lmission opposes the
selection and/or utilization'.5_f-_any sites in

the State of Tennessee-,for the ._emporary or
permanent storage of hazardous w_stes, in-
cluding hazardous .nuclear wastes, for the
foregoing reasons'and urges all elected
State officials, our U.S. Senators, and

Congressmen to oppose the locat_on of any
hazardous wastes sites in Tennessee.

A copy of this Resolution shall be forwarded

to our State Representatives, U.S, Senators,

and Congress,jen.

RF_LPVED Ft_i_d&T,_h, ,day of 0_o_/" , 1985.

STATE OF TENNESSEE /_, _ ,_ # ._,

COUNTY OF CANNON

i I,Bobby Smith,Clerkof the C.ountY_11
saldStateal,dCounty,do hereD41certffy._atthLl)_QUNTY F_CUTIVE

complete and pedect copy of T<C3OlU'_IO

as the sar_ appes,'s_ record in my

' _ _J_dl_ Clerk

, ,,.t
,,



CERTIFICATE

STATE. OF TENI'4ESSEE
GOUNTY OF CANNON

I, Bobby Smith, Clerk of the County Court l_r
do hereby certify tb._t thists

_aidStateandCounty, ( ,_"a true, complete and pedect coPY of'-_CSC u, le#]In the a_o#e

styled case as the ___meappears of record in my13

/c.J...,urY
Witr_essmy hand and sea:of c _cein ','

------"_'-- 'r..-T_,% m_?,_._. ,_".

lm I
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ChurchWomenUnited
Nashville, Tennessee ,,

RESOLUTION

Chereas -Church Women United in Tennessee has had a long time interest in

nuclear power and its consequences for our society, and in 1974

+passed a resolution opposing construction of more nuclear power
planes until problems of leakage, of radiation, of serious acci-
dents, and of the disposal of dangerous high level muclear wastes
were solved; and

¢hereas -Since that time all nuclear reactors have continued to accumulate

their used highly radioactive fuel rods at the reactor sites for

temporary storage, but no plan has been found for their pe_anent
disposal +, and

4hereas -In 1982 Congress passed a "l[uclear Waste Policy Act" 'making the
--- Federal Department of Energy (DOE) responsible for providing

permanent disposal for these used fuel rods by 1998, but in the
meantime reactors are running out of space to store these wastes,

and DOE is now proposing a temporary facility called an hq_S
(Monitored Retrievable Storage) to be located in Tennessee, and

Chereas -The danger of accidents during transportation to Tennessee from
all sections of the country, the cost of moving these wastes
twice, and the possibility of Tennessee being turned into the

permanent repository for these highly radioactive fuel rods all
need to be considered --

i'herefore
Church Women in Nashville opposes the Monitored Retrievable

Storage plan, and urges that the utilities be required to keep
their used fuel rods on their present sites until the pe-_-c,,,anent

storage facility is available.

• United States Senators

Jim Sasser Albert Gore, Jr.

295 Russell Senate Office Building g25-A Hart Senate Building

Washln=ton, D C 20510 Washington, D C 20510
" Nashville office" 251-7353 Nashville office: 251-5129

United States Representative, Sth Co__n_ressional District

Bill Boner

I18 Cannon Building
Washington, D.C. 20515
_ • . ..,=shville Of =._.Ice 522 U S Courthouse 37203

Phone" 251-5296
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A RESOLUTION TQ OPPOS_..'TIIELOChTIU_ OF A NUCI,EAR OR IIAZARbOUS
L-W_ DUMP IN THE STATE OF TENNESSEE

WHEREAS, there is an effort by ,the Un_ted States Department of

Energy to locate a nuclear or hazardous waste dump within the State of

Tennessee_ and,

'_[EILEAS,large numbers of citizens of Po_.

have expressed to the various County Commlssioners of their concern and

apprehension over the location of a nuclear or hazardous waste dump

within the State of Tennessee and are opposed to the same; and,

WHEREAS, it appears that the locating of a nuclear or hazardous

" waste dump within the S_a_e o_ Tennessee would subject the citizens of

Polk County, Tennessee, as well as the citizens of the entire State of

Tennessee to unreasonable exposure to death or injury that could result

from accidents, occurances, and acts of Gsd with respect to the dumping

and transportation of said hazardous materials; and,

, WHEREAS, it appears to the County Commission that more remote

and desolate areas of the United States could be used more safely and

efficiently than the heavily populated State of Tennessee_ and,

BE IT, THEREFORE, RESOLVED, by this County Commission of Pu]k

County, Tennessee, in re&ular session assembled on this 15rh day

of ___._, 1985 , a majority or more of the membership

of said Commission concurring, that the United States Senators Albert

Gore, Jr, and James Sasser, as well as United States Con&ressman

John Duncan he and are hereby requested by this County Commission that

they use all of their influence and position to keep any nuclear or

hazardous waste dump site from being located in the State of Tennessee

and to vote against the location of any such site in the State of

Tennessee,

' BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, that the County Executive, Charles

E, Stevens, be and is hereby authorized and requested to forward a

copy of the Resolution to Senator Albert Gore, Jr,, Senator James

Sasser and Congressman John Duncan,

Hoyt T, Firestone, Chairman

Dated this _ day of .Au_tLsL.___, ....IgRS _ ..

ACTUAL VOTE OF COM_IISSIONI Ii YES
0 NO

0 ABSENT

A_>I o/" 0 Passed

: Ang_"_..S,,,,rord,Co_(/_Cl_rk



RESOLUTION

_[EREAS, the U, 5. Department of Energy is planning

to select a site for a Nuclear Waste Dump in Tennessee which will.,

directly or indirectly, adversely effect the quality of llfe of

the residents of Tenneeeeel and

WHEREAS, the unreasonable proposed federal dumping of

highly radioactive nuclear waste, from 94 privately owned companies

from other states, would make out State the nuclear waste dump for

the nat'J.on,

NO_j THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED by the.Oblon County

Commission that the efforts of Public Service Commissioner Frank Cochran

to stop the Federal Government from making our state the nuclear

waste dump for the nation are supported by this County Commission,

BE ZT FURTHER RESOLVED that the County Clerk send copies

of this Resolution tc President Ronald Reagan , Senator Albert Gore, Jr.,

Senator Jim Sasser, U, S, Congressman Ed Jones, State Representative

John Tanner, State Senator Milton Hamilton arid the local news media,

/

/ /

ATTES] :

. _ ,, . . j

'(ollie Jean 2.aehms
+ County Clerk

SEAL

- FI:O._! l'}iE OFi :CIAI. :.![SL'TES O_ 'r}!L OBIO_, COUI;TY LEC'SL.\I'I','! I'(_Dy, ,_[,,..,'
C()"-"_:l_', Tr_":ESS;'E, Pasged 5tptc,:_tb_,r 16, 1983,



NUML_ER IO-LSG-B5

RESOLUTION

WHEREAS, ,t:hehucleac W.sl:e Poi_cy AcC oI_ 19_2 c_ils upon the
_epartmen_ ot' _-ner_y (_UE) to prepare reco_l,endations regar0ing Chs ne_d
tor alta Location oL monitored K=trievabie Storage (M_,S) [acilJCiu= [o '
handle spent nuclear tuei desttnud tor permanen_ reposi_oriesD and

WHEREA5, tl=u CitncI_ River HK5 Task Force has been jointly appolntea
by tt_e roans Cuuncy Executive. and _he City Gouncii ot Uak K_d_ to evaluate
the MK5 t'aciitty propused by DU_ to De conutrucCed in the _oane County pur-
Cion of Uak Ridge, and

W[tEREAS, _or ueverai months chs Clinch Kiver MRS Task Force has
carefully evaluated _i_e proposa! and has arrived at a position on =he MK_
which identifies the communities' concerns, demcrlbes the potential impacts
o_ the proposed _aci[tty, and recommends appropriate miclgative measures,
and

WHEREAS, LC is the position of the Clinch River MRS Task Force
tba¢, it_ DOE is required by Congress to compty with those strinRen_ bu_
reasonable mitigative measures= the proposed MRS coutd be safely built and
operated and would constitute a beneficlaL addition to the region=s economic
base with no harmful el[eccs ensuing,

NOW, THEREFORE, _E IT RESOLVED _Y THE MAYOR AND COUNCILMEN OF THE

CITY OF OAK RIDGE, TENNESSEE:

That the City Coup,cii of Oak kidge hereby adopts _he position o[
I_he Clinch River MK5 Task _'orce as i_s own and encourages the State of
Tennessee, the IJeparr.menc,ot: Energy= and r.he U.5, Congress co support chu
incorporation o_ Chs position into the MRS ieg_slition and associated
ai; reemenC S

J_E IT FURTH_:t_ K_,_OLV_U Chat With the compliance o_ the condition_
set t'orth _n clte adopt=d position, the {;iCy Council of Oak kidge would
wiilin._iy accept Location st' Che proposes MR5 facii,ity within its jurisclic-

ionai iimi_s.

4

tie IT FUKThER k_SEH.,VED _hac the Clinch River MK5 Task Force is
hereby authorized to promote wtth _tar.e.. and FederaL-appointed of{_ciais
full unoeratandin8 and consideration of the City's adopted position.

This chs 2Lst day of October 1985.

APPROVED AS TO FORM
AND LEGALITY:

_ ._ - .......... _ _ | ..... ---City Attorney _ta'yor-



A RESOLUTION adopting the recommendations in the Oat.ob_-_
rupert o_ the Clinch R_ver MRS Task Force

WI{EREAS, the Clinch _iver MNS Task Force appointed by the

Rovno County ExocutIve and the Oak Ridge Clty Council has submitted

a report to the governing bodies regumstlng the adoption of a saries

of recommondat Ions,

NOW,' TIIEREFORE, BE ZT RESOLV_.D that the Board o_ Commissioners

oi Roans County, meeting in wpeclal session on October 22, 1985, does

adopt the _eoommendatlons in the October I0 r_port of the Clinch River

MRS Task Force. Beans County thereby accepts the position that based

on information to date, the MRS facility 'could' be acceptable to Roane

County and provide a net economic benefit to our citizens if conditions

equivalent to those in the Ta_k Force Report are securely satisfied b_

'"% the-:authorizlng, legislation and .Intezgoverr_menC, el agreements provided
for by that legislation.

BE ZT FURTHER RESOLVED that the star@ Of Tennessee and the

Tennessee Congressional Delegation are asked t.o help obtain adoption

of the requested conditions.

RE ZT FURTHER RESOLVFD that the State of Tennessee and The

Department of Energy are thanked for their strong cooperation with the

Clinch River MRS Task Force.

Upon motion of Commissioner ianKle__._.___., seconded by

Conunissioner Crews _ ., _ , the following Co,u_issloners voted

Aye= Crews. De.laney.Ducton, ternises, Hacfleld0 Hacker, Honeycuc£, Hoodoo,
Langley, Money, Penfro (II)
The following Commiasione=s passed: None

The following Commie&loners voted No, None

Thereupon, the Count_ Chela'man announced to the Court that .said

re|elution had received a con_titut£onal majority and ordered same

eprea_ of record. , .
APPROVED I

The forego£ng resolution wan submitted to _unty Executive

ATTESTED :

D_rot_y -M. _=Eall, _',ounty C1=r_

a e/veto the gorego_ng resolution this '_""K," day of_, 1985.

)UNT,VOF..R.OANg/

,othy M, Marshall ,_ _.,;,
SUBMIT_DB_I@_-_EELLE FOR THE CLINCH RZVER M_"'I'ASI( FORCE

ri,tmda true an_


